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The New York-New Jersey Trail Conference is a federation of 
member clubs and individuals dedicated to providing recreational 
hiking opportunities in the region and representing the interests and 
concerns of the hiking community. The Conference is a volunteer-
directed public service organization committed to:

•Developing, building, and maintaining hiking trails;
•Protecting hiking trail lands through support and advocacy;
•Educating the public in the responsible use of trails and the natural 
environment.



What makes a good trail?



• Sustainability
• How to spot a “problem”
• Solutions



What is sustainable?

•Minimize construction, reconstruction, 
and maintenance efforts
•Minimize environmental impact
•Maximize the quality of experience for 
the user



Trail Nomenclature

Trail Corridor

Trail Structures

Trail Treadway 
or simply the “Tread”

Experiential Components: The factors that create our experience



Forces Working Against Sustainability: People and 
Water



•Satisfied Users (Art)
•Convenience
•Destinations
•Anchors
•Gateways
•Shape and flow
•Edges
•Safety
•Efficiency
•Harmony
•Meets user expectation

•Low Maintenance (Science)
•Follows grade rules to fight compaction, 
displacement, and erosion

What makes a trail sustainable?



Art: Destinations



Art: Anchors



Art: Gateways



Art: Shape and Flow



Art: Safety



Art: Efficiency



Art: Harmony



Art: Meets user expectation



The science of fighting:
•Compaction
•Displacement
•Erosion



When water drains in thin, dispersed sheets, dirt stays where it belongs -on the trail

Science: Sheet Flow



Contour Trail = trail runs ‘parallel’ to the contour lines 
Rolling = frequent grade reversals (every 20-50 ft)

-‘Hug’ and ‘surf’ the mountain
-Horizontal and fluid/flow

Science: Rolling Contour Trail



Half Rule =   < Fall line/2

Science: The Half Rule





How to recognize a trail problem

Assess Sustainability (Science) and Experience (Art)

• Tread Conditions. Is it draining properly? Is it stable enough to encourage 
use safely? 

• Structures.  Are there structural issues with constructed features? 
• Usage. Are people using the trail, if not, why? If yes, is the trail wide 

enough to accommodate amount of use? Etc.
• Experience. Does the trail provide for an interesting experience?  Are 

features highlighted?  Does it integrate appropriately with the 
environment / site.



Trail Assessment: Compaction



Trail Assessment: Displacement

• Pebble or Stone Accumulation
• Look for Berms of displaced soil on 

outside edge of tread
• Perform a Physical Test



Trail Assessment: Erosion
Factors that Contribute to Erosion
Increased Water Volume and Water Speed = Increased 
Erosion Potential

•Area of Watershed Affecting Trail
•Length of Trail Section within a Watershed
•Runoff Potential in Watershed
•Width of Tread
•Compaction of Tread
•Steepness of Watershed
•Stability of Tread Material
•Steepness of Trail Section (Tread Grade)



• Observe the Trail during a rain / run-off event.
• Look for silt, sand, gravel, and organic materials 

deposits
• Water channels / rivulets 

Trail Assessment: Erosion



Trail Assessment: Soil Saturation

• Look for dried boot prints, tracks, tire ruts.
• Indicators of standing water: flattened and darkened leaves



Trail Solutions: Tread Hardening
• Amending Soils
• Armoring Tread with Stone or Wood



Trail Solutions: Minimizing Water on the Trail
Divide up a watershed by installing dips and crests:

• Waterbars
• Earthen Crests
• Knicks
• Grade Dips
• Deberm



Trail Solutions: Minimizing Trail Grade

• Install Staircases
• Install Check Steps



Trail Solutions: Elevating Trail from Poor Soils and 
Moisture

• Puncheon
• Boardwalk
• Bog Bridge
• Stepping Stones
• Turnpike



Trail Solutions: Relocations


